Abstract. Task allocation in an n-dimensional hypercube (or an n-cube) multicomputer consists of two sequential steps: (i) determination of the size of the cube required to accommodate an incoming task composed of a set of interacting modules, and (ii) allocation of the task to a cube of the dimension determined from (i).
1. Introduction. Recently, hypercube multicomputers are beginning to spread widely in the research and development community as well as in commercial markets [Cor85] , [Sei85] , [Va182] , [Wi187] . To execute a task in an n-dimensional hypercube (or n-cube) multicomputer, the task is usually decomposed into a set of interacting modules that are then assigned to a subcube. Thus, task allocation in an n-cube multicomputer system consists of two sequential steps: (i) determination of the dimension of the subcube required to accommodate all the modules of each incoming task, and (ii) allocation of each task to a subcube of the dimension determined from (i) in the hypercube multicomputer. As an efficient solution to (ii), we propose a first-fit linear search for required subcubes whose addresses are represented by the binary reflected Gray code [CHS87] . Conventionally, (i) is determined manually by the users, the determination of the subcube size required for each task. Several important results in various types of embedding have been reported [Fir65] , [GAG75] , [GrP72] , [Har86] , [Har80] , [HAM72] . Basically, isomorphic embedding is a node-to-node adjacencypreserving mapping [GAG75] , [HAM72] , whereas isometric embedding is a node-to-node distance-preserving mapping [Fir65] . In homeomorphic embedding, additional nodes are allowed to be inserted into edges so as to make the graph isomorphically embeddable into a cube [Har86] . Squashed embedding is a. node-to-subcube distance-preserving mapping [GrP72] .
In this paper, we propose and investigate a new type of embedding, called relaxed squashed (RS) embedding, a node-to-subcube adjacency-preserving mapping, In other words, adjacent modules in the task graph are assigned to adjacent subcubes. The dimension of the minimal cube required for the RS embedding of a given graph will henceforth be called the weak cubical dimension of the graph. Clearly, the problem of determining the weak cubical dimension of a task graph is similar to the squashed embedding problem [BGK72] , [GrP71] , [GrP72] , [Yao78] , [Win83] in the sense that each node in the source graph is mapped into a subcube. But, it differs from the squashed embedding problem in that only adjacency, rather than internode distance, must be preserved under the mapping. For example, the embedding from a path P4 into a Q2 in Fig. preserves adjacency, but not distance. From the result of the squashed embedding problem [Win83] , we know that every graph has its weak cubical dimension, although the cubical dimension is defined only for cubical graphs [Har69] . Similarly to the determination of the cubical dimension of cubical graphs [KVC85] [CKV87], we shall prove that the problem of determining the existence of an RS embedding from a graph to a cube of a given dimension is NP-complete. This proof justifies the need of our heuristic approaches to the RS embedding problem. Some mathematical properties for the RS embedding problem will be derived first. Then, using these results, we shall develop (a) fast algorithms for the RS embedding of a given task graph and (b) a heuristic function for the A* search algorithm to determine if a graph can be RS embedded into a cube of a given dimension.
By applying this search algorithm for different dimensions repeatedly, we can determine the weak cubical dimension of a graph. This paper is organized as follows. The definitions and notation necessary for our discussion are given in 2 where related topics and results are also reviewed. Section 3 deals with the mathematical properties of the RS embedding. Using these properties, An edge in a connected graph is called a bridge if its removal disconnects the graph. Clearly, the removal of an edge from a tree will result in two trees, called the attached trees of the edge. The number of nodes in the larger of the two attached trees of an edge is called the weight of the edge. The centroid edge of a tree is defined as the edge with the minimal weight. Besides, the graph operations, x (product), U (union) and + (join) [Har69] will be used to facilitate our presentation. Note that while the union operation may be applied on two graphs that are not disjoint, the join operation is applied only on two disjoint graphs. An illustrative example of the above operations is given in Fig. 2 . An n-cube can now be defined as Q, K2 x Q,-1, for all n-> 1, where K is the complete graph with two nodes and Qo is a trivial graph with one node.
Let Z be the ternary symbol set {0, 1, ,}, where is the don't care symbol. Then, every subcube of an n-cube can be uniquely represented by a sequence of ternary symbols, called the address of the subcube. Also, let ]q] denote the dimension of the subcube q. The distance between two subcubes is then defined as follows. A subcube a a,a,_ a is said to contain another subcube/3 b,b,_ bl, denoted by/3 c_ c, if and only if all the nodes in/3 belong to a. The notation/3 c c is used to denote the case when /3 __c_ a and /3 a. The minimal upper subcube of two subcubes a and /, denoted by lcm (c,/3), is then defined as the smallest subcube among all those subcubes which contain both a and/3. Similarly, the maximal lower subcube of two subcubes c and/3, denoted by gcd (a,/3), is the largest subcube among all those subcubes contained in both a and /3. For notational convenience, we let gcd (a,/3) = if H(c,/3)-> 1. For example, H(00,1,, 1000,) 2, lcm (,100, 0110) 1,0, and gcd (01,,,,10,) =010,. Also, let D(n) denote the address of the subcube assigned to module n and B(n) denote the set of nodes adjacent to n in the graph.
For the graph of Fig. 3 , we get B(nl) {n2, n3, n4, n6}.
One tree is said to be larger than the other if it contains more nodes. [BGK72] , [GrPT1] , [GrP72] , [Yao78] until an important conjecture N(G) < n-1 was proved in [Win83] . Thus, questions (1) and (2) have been answered.
As pointed out in [GrP72] , this problem is equivalent to the squashed embedding problem. Embed a task graph into a cube in such a way that each node of the graph is assigned to a subcube while preserving internode distances. When task allocation in a hypercube multicomputer is considered, it is more important to preserve node adjacencies than internode distances, since node adjacencies are directly related to intermodule communication delays. Based on this observation, we shall consider the problem of embedding a given task graph into a hypercube in such a way that each task module must be assigned to a subcube while preserving task module adjacencies. This problem can be viewed as a relaxed version of the squashed [GaJ79] .
[3 Theorem justifies the need of heuristic solution approaches to the RS embedding problem. It is necessary to develop some mathematical properties of the RS embedding problem, on which these heuristic approaches will be based. The following theorem about the squashed embedding has been proved in [GrP72] .
THEOREM 2 [GrP72] . N(K,)= n-1, where K, is a complete graph with n nodes.
Note that when the graph to be embedded is a complete graph, the requirement of preserving distance is the same as the adjacency requirement. This fact is described by the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let wd (G) be the weak cubical dimension of G. Then, wd (K,) n-1.
Consider the case when G1 is a subgraph of G2. Clearly, we have less restirction in the RS embedding of G than that of G2. This leads to the following proposition. PROPOSITION 1. If G is a subgraph of G2, then wd (G) -< wd (G2).
Since the number of nodes in the n-cube must be greater than or equal to that of the task graph to be embedded, we have the following corollary. COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a graph with n nodes. Then, [log n _-< wd (G)-< n-1. Note that Corollary 2.2 provides loose bounds for the weak cubical dimension of a graph with n nodes. It is important to note that there does not exist any bound tighter than the upper bound provided in Theorem 3. This can be proved by showing the existence of some graphs for which the equality relation in Theorem 3 holds. For example, if Gi QR for l<=i<=lVs and some nonnegative integer p and Gs=Q,, then wd(G)= wd (Gi)+ m. Furthermore, the above theorem and Proposition 1 lead to the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let Gi, <= i<-_k, be disjoint graphs and G--Uki_l Gi. Then,
Since every edge in a tree is a bridge, the following corollary, an immediate result of Theorem 3, can be used to determine a tighter upper bound for the weak cubical dimension of a tree. COROLLARY 3.2. Let Cl(T) and c2(T) denote the two attached trees of the centroid edge of a tree T. Then, wd (T) -<_ max {wd (cl (T)), wd (c2(T)) + 1.
As it will be shown in 4, Corollary 3.2 can be applied to implement a fast algorithm for the RS embedding of a given tree. In addition, the effects of join and product operations on the weak cubical dimension of graphs can be described below by Theorems 4 and 5. Proof Let D.;(w) denote the address of w G, j 1, 2, before a join operation.
Address each node w in G G1 + G2 according to the following rules:
( This corollary offers a tighter upper bound of the weak cubical dimension of a tree. Using Corollary 4.5, a fast RS embedding algorithm for a given tree will be developed in 4. Proof Without loss of generality, we can let the address of q be 00... 0* "*, in which there are n-m consecutive O's followed by m consecutive .'s. Note that the address of every Q0 adjacent to q must have one 1 and (n rn-1) O's in its left n rn bits. Among all Qo's adjacent to q, there are 2 different Qo's with the kth bit equal to for m+l<-_k<-_n. Thus, q is adjacent to exactly (n-m)2mQo's.
In what follows, the number (n m)2" will be referred to as the adjacency number of q, where q is an m-dimensional subcube of a Q,. Proof From Theorem 6, the dimension of the subcube assigned to a task node n with degree d cannot be less than b. This corollary follows from the fact that the total number of nodes in a Q,, assigned to GA must be less than or equal to the total number of its nodes, 2m.
[ '] Since b >-O, <-<--[VAI, we have 21v__31 2 b, >=IVAI, meaning that using the knowledge of degree sequence provides a tighter lower bound than Corollary 2.2. Moreover, the relationship between the number of edges in a graph and its weak cubical dimension can be described by the following theorem. 
Note that Theorem 7 provides a necessary condition for a task graph with a given number of edges to be RS embedded into a cube. This condition provides information useful for the decomposition of a task into (interacting) modules in such a way that the resulting task graph can be embedded into a cube of a given dimension. In order to simplify the proof of Theorem 7, first it is necessary to introduce the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 1. The maximal adjacency number of a subcube in a Q, is 2 -, which is attained by a subcube of dimension n-1 or n-2.
Proof Let F(k) (n k)2k. Since dF(k)/dk= 2k[(n k) 1Oge 2-1]>0for0=k -< n 2, and F(n 1) F(n 2) 2 -> F(n) 0, this lemma follows. 2;<2". Then, LEMMA 2. Let ai, l<----i<--r, be nonnegative integers and i--
where k= [log2 (2"/r)].
Proof Let (a*, 02*," ", at*) be the vector that maximizes f(a, a2,..., ar), i.e., f*=f(a*,..., a*). From the proof of Lemma 1, we know that g(ai)= (m-a)2 ; is a monotonically increasing function in the integer variables a, where 1-< a =< m-1. =min {a*} and suppose 2" i=1 2*.
2"--r 20*.
Let ap i<=r > 0. Then, i= must be an integral multiple of 20,*,. This is impossible, since the ap* in the function f can be 2 =2" implying replaced with ap* + 1, resulting in a larger f-value than f*. Thus, i= that there exist ap* and a*, p x, such that ap* a* min=<__<r {a*}. We claim that max<=i<=r{a*}-min<=i<__r{a*}<-l, and then this lemma follows from the fact that 2"-k--r variables among a*'s are k+ and 2r-2 "-k variables among a*'s are k.
maxl__<ir {a*}, ap**= a* =.minl=<ir {a*} and suppose ay* ap* _-> 2. Then,
Let ay
we have 2*."+2+2=20:-+2a:'-+2+1 and (m-a*y)2*.,+(m-a*p)2,+ (m-a*)2<-(m-a*y+ 1)2.,*-+ (m-ay*+ 1)2-,*-+ (m-ap*-1)20 ,+. This leads to a * and a* in the function f can be replaced by ay*-1 contradiction, because ay, ap, ay* 1, and ap* + 1, respectively, yielding a larger f-value than f*. Therefore, the claim max __< i<= {a*}-minl__<i__<r {a*} _-< 1 is proved and, thus, this lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let a be the dimension of the subcube assigned to a task 2 ; <2" follows from the capacity constraint node ni in GA 1 <-<--VAI r. Then i=l of a Q". Note that the adjacency number of the subcube assigned to n is (m-a)2 i and the degree of any node in GA <--IWal-1. This theorem follows from Lemma 2 and the fact that i= d 2[EAI.
When a graph belongs to some regular families, its weak cubical dimension can be determired by the theorem below.
THEOREM 8. The weak cubical dimensions of a cycle C", a path P", and a star can be determined by the following formulas: Since every tree is a bigraph, we have an efficient addressing scheme for a tree with n nodes as described below.
ALGORITHM AI(T)/*. This algorithm uses the property that every tree T is a bigraph and determines an efficient addressing scheme for T.,/
Step (1). Choose an arbitrary node in T. Label it with a symbol /.
Step (2). Label with -'s all the nodes adjacent to each node labeled with +. If every node in T has been labeled with + or then goto Step (4).
Step (3). Label with /'s all the nodes adjacent to each node labeled with -. If every node in T has been labeled with / or then goto Step (4) else goto
Step (2).
Step (4). By Corollary 4.5, the length of the above addressing scheme must be less than or equal to 2[log2 n]. (This, in general, is significantly less than n-1 for a large n.) Although the required length of the addressing scheme used in A1 may be larger than the weak cubical dimension of the tree, A is favorable in some cases due to its linear complexity.
Corollary 3.2 suggests the following algorithm that also determines a cube required to accommodate a tree. ALGORITHM A2(T)/*. This algorithm determines the dimension of a cube to accommodate a task tree T.,/
Step (1). If T is a star or a path then determine wd (T) by Theorem 8 and return wd(T) else compute the weight of each edge and determine the centroid edge of the tree.
Step (2). Let T1 and T2 be the two attached trees of the centroid edge of T. Return max {A(T), A2( T2)} + 1.
A 2 is recursive and uses the divide-and-conquer technique. We decompose a tree by removing its centroid edge first, and then continue to decompose the remaining trees in the same way until only stars or paths are left, whose weak cubical dimension can be determined by Theorem 8. An illustrative example for this algorithm can be found in 5. Note that the complexity of A2 depends on the degree of sophistication in the way of determining the centroid edge. Nevertheless, it is easy to verify that A2 requires only polynomial time.
Consider the case when the task graph is an arbitrary graph. Clearly, using Corollary 2.1, we can derive a straightforward algorithm for the RS embedding of each graph: address any first two nodes with 0... 0 and 0... 01, respectively, each of which consists of n 1 bits, and then the kth node, 3 <= k <= n, with 0 01, * that consists of n-k consecutive O's and k-2 consecutive ,'s. However, despite its linear complexity, this naive algorithm is not used for a better system utilization. Instead, we present Algorithm A below that is derived from Corollary 4.2.
ALGORITHM A3(G)/*. Using the technique of node-removing, this is a fast algorithm to determine the size of the cube required for a given task graph.,/
Step (1). Let n* be the node with the largest degree among all the nodes in G. If d(n*)<-2 then goto Step (2) else goto Step (3).
Step (2). Determine all the cycles in G, denoted by C , C2, ., C m, and the least integer p such that 2
where IC'l is the number of nodes in the cycle C i. Return p.
Step (3). Let G1 := G-n* and return A3(G1)+ 1.
Using A3, a graph is reduced by removing the node with the largest degree from the graph. The reduction steps are performed repeatedly until the graph is reduced to the extent that it contains only disjoint cycles and paths. By Corollary 4.2, the size determined in Step (2) plus the total number of nodes removed will be the dimension of a cube required to accommodate the original task graph. Note that in A2 and A3, it is required to determine if a graph belongs to some families of graph such as paths, stars, and cycles. For this purpose, an adjacency matrix [Har69] can be used to represent each task graph, since these families of graph can be easily identified if they are represented with adjacency matrices. Moreover, by Corollary 4.1 we can modify Step (3) of A as follows and get a generalized version of A3, called Algorithm An.
Step (3'). Partition V into V and V2. Let GI, and GI be, respectively, the induced subgraphs of G with the node sets V and V2. Return Aa(Gt)-+-A4( GI2 "k-1.
Several heuristic approaches can be employed in determining how to partition the node set V into V and V2 in Step (3') of A 4. Clearly, a more sophisticated method will lead to an addressing scheme with a shorter length at the cost of higher computational costs of A 4. Although the above proposed algorithms are efficient in determining the required cube for a given graph, the resulting cube may not be minimal. As far as the system utilization is concerned, we want to find the minimal subcube required for a given task graph. This is explored in 4.2.
4.2. An algorithm for determining the weak cubical dimension. To determine the weak cubical dimension of a task graph, first we present an algorithm that determines whether or not there is an RS embedding from a given task graph into a cube. Then, the algorithm is applied to determine the weak cubical dimension of the graph. To facilitate our discussion, we label the task graph as follows. Label the node with the largest degree with n and let X := {n} and i:= 2. Then, among all the nodes that are adjacent to any node in X and are not in X, choose a node with the largest degree and label this node with ni. Then, let X := X U {hi} and i:= i+ 1. Repeat the same procedure until all nodes are labeled. Now, we want to assign a subcube within the n-cube to each node in a task graph, node by node, subject to the adjacency requirement in the RS embedding. Clearly, this problem is a graph matching problem and can be solved by a state-space search similar to the one in [ShT85] . In what follows, we shall formulate a heuristic function, and the A* search algorithm [Nil80] will then be used to determine the existence of an RS embedding from a given graph into a cube. The following definitions are necessary to facilitate our presentation. DEFINITION 2. The merge operation, denoted by @, of two sets of subcubes, U and U2, is defined as U @ U2 {1 " lcm (a,/3) for a U and/3 Uz}.
The merge operation among k-2 sets of subcubes is written as @=i= DEFINITION 3. The exclusion operation of two sets of subcubes, U and U2, is defined as U-U2 {rl r U and gcd (t, r)= , V U2}. For example, let U {0,,, 0,0, 01,, 001}, U2 {00,, 10,}, and U3 {001}. Then, Rd (U) {0,0, 01,, 001}, U-U2= {01,}, and U2@ U3 {00,, ,0,}. Recall that B(n) is the set of all nodes adjacent to n in the task graph Gr. Let The inequality in equation (2) is to ensure that after the allocation of q to n+, there is a sufficient number of nodes in the Q to be assigned to the remaining task nodes. From equation (2) Ai='-'-{q}. --nk l<k<i.= Combining all the results and findings discussed thus far, a heuristic function for each node p in the search tree can be contructed as follows: (4) f(P) g(P) + h(p) where g(p)= i2 n, h(p)= , V(E) and V( E= E, i+1 teE Note that the heuristic value (or h-value) of a node p is defined so that both more subcubes in ---nki and subcubes of smaller dimensions in E]., k> i, will result in a larger h-value of p. Applying the above heuristic function to the A* search algorithm, we propose the following RS-embedding algorithm.
ALGORITHM RS-embedding (Gr, k)/,. This algorithm determines the existence of an RS embedding from a task graph G-into a Qk.*/
Step (1). Without loss of generality, let the list OPEN be {00. 0, 0 0,,. , 0, ,} consisting of k strings of length keach. Check the validity of these nodes by using Theorem 6. Compute equations (1), (3), and (4) for nodes in the list OPEN.
Step (2 Step (3). Determine the successors of p by equation (2) . Check the validity of successors by using Theorem 6, evaluate equations (1), (3), and (4) for valid nodes, and put these nodes in the list OPEN.
Step (4). Go to Step 2.
According to the formulation of the heuristic function, the h-value of any node in the search tree must be less than 2n. This means that our heuristic function satisfies the monotone restriction [Nil80] . In other words, the goal nodes whose distances from the root node are V-I have the maximal f-value. Thus, if there exist goal nodes in the search tree, then one of them should be reached in a finite number of steps. Note that there may be more than one goal node in the search tree. However, we are concerned only with the existence of such nodes, rather than the number of such nodes in the search tree.
Using the RS embedding algorithm, we can determine the existence of an RS embedding of a given graph into a cube. For some graphs whose weak cubical dimensions are in a narrow range, a linear search algorithm is suggested as follows. Since an unsuccessful search usually involves more computational costs than a successful one, the linear search algorithm is designed to perform a top-down search for the weak cubical dimension of a graph. Let ub and lb be, respectively, the upper and lower bounds of the weak cubical dimension of the graph determined by the mathematical properties in 3. Using a linear search, the expected number of times to execute the RS embedding algorithm is (ub- Example 2. Consider the task tree shown in Fig. 7(a) . Using A1, we obtained a labeled tree as shown in Fig. 7(b) , and then derived an addressing scheme with the length [log2 5 + [log2 8 + 1 7. For example, under this addressing scheme the assigned address of ns, the second node labeled with +, is 0010.** and that of ns, the fourth node labeled with -, is 1,**100.
The application of A2 to the tree in Fig. 7 (a) can be described by Fig. 8 . The tree with the weight of each edge specified is given in Fig. 8(a) , and the operations of A2 are illustrated by the binary tree in Fig. 8(b) . Each internal node in Fig. 8(b) Figure 9 shows the state-space search tree for a Q3 to accommodate the task graph.
Let L denote the list of occupied subcubes. By using the heuristic search algorithm in 4.2, initially we get OPEN {000, 00., 0..}. Note that the allocation (n <--000) and (nl <--0..) will be eliminated by Theorem 6 and equation (2), respectively. Thus, node A is the only node to be expanded. According to equations (1), (3), and (4), we have the following:
(1) Node a(n -00,)" a, )= E= E(=/13 E(1)=/14 E(1)=/I {010, 011,100, 101}, E(nl5 )= {010, 011,100, 101,110, 111}, and L= {00.}. g(A) 23, h(A) =4+4+4+4+.6, and f(A) 30.
(1)
Under the allocation M1 (nl <--00.), we get Sp (E, )= {010, 011, 101, 100, 01., 10., .10, .11, 1.0, 1.1} from equation (2). Due to the symmetry, only the computation for the nodes B, C, and D is shown below.
(2) Node B (n2<-010)" A (2)={011 100, 101}, A (2)= {011 110} 2)= "/11 /12 /13 ---(2)
Rd (A//, A/12) {011, 1.0}, E 2)/14 E(2)//6 {011,100, 101}, E 2)//5 {011,110}, and L= {00., 010}. g(B) 232 16, h(B) 11/2+ 3 + 2 + 3, and f(B) 251/2. 6. Discussion and conclusion. We have proposed and investigated a new type of embedding, called the RS embedding, that was motivated by the problem of allocating tasks in a hypercube multicomputer. Several mathematical properties for the weak cubical dimension have been derived that are not only applied to develop fast algorithms for the RS embedding, but also used to guide the heuristic search for an RS embedding.
The problem studied in this paper can be generalized by considering both the computation load of each module and the communication load between modules in a task graph. The task graph can then be represented by a labeled graph. The number assigned to a node of the graph denotes the dimension of a subcube required for the corresponding module to perform the computation load of the module. The number assigned to an edge of the task graph represents the required number of communication links between the two subcubes assigned to the two task nodes incident to this edge to provide enough communication capacity between them. Note that two adjacent subcubes could have different numbers of connecting links. For example, .10. and 00,0 are connected by a link (0100, 0000), and 010. and 00.. are connected by two links, (0100, 0000) and (0101, 0001). Thus, the constraint treated in this paper is a special case of the generalized version, since one is assigned to every node and every edge of the task graph.
Clearly, the inclusion of computation and communication loads of modules increases the number of constraints to meet, and thus, makes the RS embedding more realistic but complicated.
